
 

 

 

2  Planning 
 

2.1 Strategic planning 

Whether at national, state or local level, clubs need to plan their long-term viability in order to grow. 

 

Planning helps to: 

• Look at where the club has come from, where it is now, where it wants to go and                                        

how it is going to get there 

• Identify the main objectives of the club 

• Encourage the members to get involved in the development of the club 

• Adjust to changes in the current environment that have an impact on the club 

• Ensure that resources (human, physical and financial) are used effectively 

• Evaluate the club 

• Bring order into the hectic business of running a lifesaving club 

 
Who should be involved in the planning process? 

Try to involve as many people in the planning process as possible. The more people who are 

consulted in the development of the plan, the more it will reflect the true direction of your club. Your 

members will also feel that the plan belongs to them and they will be more comfortable in assisting 

with its implementation. 

 

A group of people should be invited to a planning meeting to brainstorm the basics of the plan. This 

group should be representative of: 

 

• Board/committee members 

• Volunteers 

• Coaches 

• Officials 

• Sponsors 

• Parents 

• Other stake-holders in your club 



 

 

After your planning meeting, the draft plan should be circulated as widely as possible to your members to 

make sure that it reflects their needs. 

 
When should you plan? 

It is important to set aside some time for your planning to ensure that it receives the attention that it 

requires. It is probably most economical to schedule your planning meeting with one of your club’s regular 

gatherings. This could be at: 

• An annual general meeting 

• A club conference  

• A specially convened strategic planning workshop 

 
Remember though, you will need to set aside a specific timeslot in your schedule (perhaps a day or half-

day) for your planning meeting (we recommend you allow five hours, not including breaks). The meeting 

should be long enough to develop the basic framework of the plan so the duration will depend on the size 

and complexity of your club. 

 

 Remember, the plan should be reviewed regularly (at least yearly or more often if 

circumstances warrant) to monitor your progress and allow you to make any necessary 

modifications. The planning meeting should be an annual feature of your club’s calendar. 

 

Refer to www.lifesavingvictoria.com.au – Club Members section for the following resources:  

Strategic Planning Pathway 

Strategic Action Plan 

Guidelines for Organising your Club’s Strategic Planning Workshop 

Strategic Plan Questionnaire 

 



 

 

2.2 Business planning 

The purpose of a business plan 

A business plan is simply the strategy to achieve the objectives of the club.  A business plan prepared for 

the club committee and members will need to include evidence of potential income generation. Clubs with 

business plans generally do not over spend their financial capability but match the club strategic plan with 

the financial plan.  The business plan should clearly identify all the importance facts about the club – its 

history, the current financial position, the objectives and the ‘business’ activities to be undertaken. 

 

A club may undertake a business plan for a range of purposes: 

 
• To raise funds towards capital investment, like a facility 

• To ensure the club remains financially stable over a specified period of time, or 

• To ensure the club can host a special event without falling into financial trouble.  

 
How to get started on your business plan 

1 Collect background information on the club, including financials, any documentation on the club’s 

history, club records etc. 

 
2 Bring members of the club together, including committee members and any other club members that 

want to be involved in the business planning process. 

 
3 Give some thought to, or gather information on, the current market in which your club operates, 

including who your club appeals to, where your members come from, who your competitors are and 

what things might influence the future of your club such as trends in work/life balances, demographics 

in your area etc.  

 
4 Set some dates for members / committee to come together to go through the business planning 

process (if you have not already completed a business plan for the club in the past then additional 

time needs to be allowed). 

 



 

 

5 Develop an agenda for what items (business planning sections) you will cover on specific dates. 

 
6 Set out anything that members should bring to the meetings (e.g. reports, documents, ideas etc.) 

 
7 Consider assigning one person to facilitate the business planning process and keep it moving. 

Sometimes planning processes get bogged down on specific issues. A facilitator’s role would be to 

note the issues as they arise and discuss complex issues in more detail later in the process. 

Alternatively the facilitator may suggest that the individual or group take some time between the 

planning sessions to think about the issue/s and bring possible solutions and/or strategies to the next 

session. 

 
8 Consider using a whiteboard or butchers paper to note the ideas down. This can help to make things 

more visual for the group members involved the planning and help bring about discussion. 

 
9 Assign an individual to take more detailed notes on the discussion raised. 

 
Refer to www.lifesavingvictoria.com.au – Club Members section for the following resources: 

Business Planning Steps 

How to Perform a SWOT Analysis 

 
 



 

 

2.3 Marketing plan 

The purpose of a marketing plan 

A marketing plan details how the club plans to market itself, the activities, events or facilities it has to offer 

its ‘customers’.  

 
How to get started on your marketing plan 

The marketing plan should identify and detail the following: 

 
1 Aim and objectives of the marketing plan i.e. what is the club trying to achieve through the plan? 

 
2 Identification of members and their needs, e.g. seniors, women, nippers, etc. 

 
3 Appeal and positioning in relation to other clubs or sports 

 
4 Competitive marketing edge i.e. what does this club have to offer that others don’t? 

 
5 How the club anticipates promoting the club, activities or events - regular local media coverage, paid 

advertising, workshops with schools or other private/corporate sectors, word-of-mouth, brochures, 

etc. 

 
6 Cost and timelines for the implementation of the marketing plan  

 
Refer to the marketing and fundraising section of this manual for further information 

 



 

 

2.4 Financial planning 

The purpose of a financial plan 

All lifesaving clubs rely on sound financial management to operate effectively. By managing the financial 

aspects, clubs can plan and have a sound understanding of future activities within budgetary constraints. 

 

Clubs that cannot account for finances often experience issues with long term cash flow that can inhibit 

growth. It is critical that clubs and, in particular their presidents and treasurers, have a basic understanding 

of the key financial requirements and develop smart work practices to ensure the workload is minimized. 

 

Getting started on your financial plan 

Budgeting is a vital tool in effective club management. It is essential that it is drawn up to meet the club’s 

needs over the upcoming period, usually the next 12 months.  Longer term budgets may be required if 

substantial equipment upgrade are being planned for. 

 

Annual budgets 

Governments, large national and multi-national corporations all operate with budgets. Their reasons for 

doing so may also be applied to the smallest of organisations i.e. our clubs. A budget offers a club a better 

means of planning, it provides for greater control over its activities and hence its future, it makes the club 

more accountable to its members, and may even be viewed as a motivational tool, encouraging continued 

financial growth through results.  

 

Ideally, the treasurer will develop a financial plan (or budget) for the club. All members, especially those 

directly involved in fundraising for the club, or in spending club funds, should have input into the budget. 

The more people involved in the budget preparation, the less likely that an important figure will be 

overlooked. This process of consultation also means that there is more likely to be full agreement on how 

the club is financially managed. Members responsible for club expenditure may be more inclined to follow 

the spending restrictions within a budget if they helped to devise them. The treasurer should consult the 

club's strategic and/or business plan to identify any additional sources of income and determine major 



 

 

areas of expenditure associated with the coming year. From that, the treasurer draws up a budget 

outlining when money can be spent and when it should be held in reserve to cover future payments. The 

club's financial performance can be judged against the budget by using the monthly accounts. 

 

Drawing up a budget 

The following five points can be used as steps in the preparation of a budget: 

 

1 Identify all possible sources of income and expenditure 

 

2 Obtain estimates from all budgeted areas, e.g. administration and programs. Then make a 

careful guess as to the amounts likely to be spent and received. You may be able to use the previous 

year's figures to determine amounts. In effect, the budget for the coming year is an educated guess at 

what income and expenditure will be. There are of course, ways of making the guess more accurate. 

Many of the items covered in the budget cover year to year income and expenditure.  These items 

can be updated. 

 

3 Adjustments for inflation and likely increased costs need to be made. 

 

4 For some items it will be possible to calculate the amount that has to be paid or charged. 

This is necessary when there are large items of capital expenditure, e.g. replacing plumbing, or 

purchasing a new piece of equipment such as an IRB, motor etc. 

 

5 Once the income and expenditure have been estimated, draw up a draft. Income should 

prove slightly higher than expenditure. 

 

When a budget is being devised, it is important to make notes for the future. Predicted and actual 

expenditure might vary markedly in the first year, but fine-tuning over a number of years will bring the two 

much closer together. Notes will help eliminate any fuzzy thinking in past budgets. 

 



 

 

It would be unusual if the experimental budget turned out close to balancing. The first draft may require 

several adjustments to make it fit reality. Alternately the club may have to look at its planned projects and 

see whether they can be done within budget. The biggest problem occurs if expected expenditure exceeds 

expected income. The club must find ways of reducing expenditure or increasing income. The first place to 

look is at large expenditure items and trim them back. 

 

The options for saving money are far greater in heavy areas of expenditure as there are more dollars to 

play with. Go back over the options, consider all alternatives, and get more quotes if it is a capital works 

program. 

 

All clubs need to ensure that all legal and statutory financial requirements are met and it is a good idea to 

include “due by dates” in a club calendar and ensure the relevant procedures are well documented. 

 

Refer to www.lifesavingvictoria.com.au – Club Members section for the following resources 

 

Budget sample 

Budget Report sample 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 
2.5 Succession planning 

The purpose of a succession plan 

• Why it is always the same people who put up their hands to help out around the club?  

• Why is it that the same faces always appear at meetings?  

• When there is a meeting or workshop to be attended externally, why is it that the same 

person always attends?  

• What would happen if that person left your club tomorrow?  

• What would happen if other committee members left the club tomorrow?  

 
Succession planning is the process that ensures your club does not cease to operate effectively due to one 

or several people relinquishing their commitment, and that the result of their work continues well beyond 

their involvement. 

  

Most volunteer turnover occurs at the end of the season or at the time of the Annual General Meeting 

(AGM). A succession plan is necessary to provide opportunities for potential leaders within the club to be 

identified and developed to move up into leadership positions. Clubs that plan for smooth transitions of 

leadership positions are less likely to experience disruptions to their operations and can better position 

themselves to replace volunteers who vacate their current positions. 

 

How to get started on your succession plan 

A strategic/business plan: this does not have to be lengthy. It is a working document outlining the 

club’s priorities, and should be consulted regularly throughout the year.  

 

Position descriptions: makes it easier to recruit new people to the position, and ensures that you know 

what jobs the vacating volunteer was responsible for, expected time and commitment, skills required etc. 

(refer to appendix for a full list of job descriptions) 

 



 

 

Policies and procedures manual: outlines the day-to-day tasks of your club and who is responsible for 

carrying them out. It will also contain policies about selection processes, health and safety issues and 

volunteer management. 

  

Reporting procedures: these show the reporting lines back to the committee, either directly or 

through sub-committee or supervisors.  

 

Education and development opportunities: these increase job satisfaction and also broaden the 

range of skills of each volunteer. If someone leaves suddenly, you are more likely to have someone else 

ready to step into the vacant position. 

 

Mentoring of youth members: by encouraging youth members to assist officer bearers in their 

positions. This break-up of positions has many advantages. From a succession point of view, more people 

in the club know the job and there is less chance of there being a major upheaval if one of the committee 

leaves. Furthermore it is easier to cover the position when a person is absent. Such an initiative helps 

them to be better able to assist the club.  

 
Barriers to succession planning 

The gatekeeper; one person holding all the knowledge within a system only they understand 

 

Believing they are irreplaceable; considering that some members and volunteers are irreplaceable  

 

Poor records; a lack of formalised reporting procedures 

 

Poor management; a lack of volunteer management (e.g. recruitment, screening, orientation, training, 

recognition, replacement) 

 

Seniors take all; senior members taking all the administrative responsibility, restricting the development 

of juniors with an interest in the area 

 



 

 

Time to go; committee members who have served the club well for many years, but now may be 

reaching their ‘best before date’ 

 

Fear of change; a fear-of-change culture within your club 

 
It is important for outgoing committee members to pass on as much knowledge as possible to the person 

replacing them. Through this process, new members can learn from past experiences, gain an 

understanding of how past successes were achieved and how to avoid potential problems. Such an 

approach emphasises the importance of keeping accurate and current records of all information relevant 

to particular roles. In more general terms, new members can also use previous minutes in order to 

become informed about past decisions of the committee. The change process can be better managed by 

including the training and recruitment of potential committee members within the overall strategic plan. 

Including these issues in the planning cycle also sends a message about their importance to the club. 

 
How will you know when you have a successful succession plan in place? 

The ideal succession plan should allow the existing administrators, management, coaching staff and 

volunteers to walk away from the club without being missed! 

 



 

 

 
2.6 Guide to meetings 

Nearly all lifesaving clubs are governed by voluntary members and operate through committees and 

meetings. Any meeting of more than two people needs a structure, otherwise it can become a shouting 

match, or a series of sub-committees, all taking place simultaneously!  

 

Meetings can be effective tools for planning, communicating and evaluating. A well-run meeting can be of 

immense value, far better than a telephone conversation or the written word, because it adds a touch of 

human warmth and helps to solve problems and explain new policies and ideas.  

 
Why should you have a meeting?  

There is no better way to generate a team atmosphere than by consulting everybody at a meeting. They 

will feel involved with and committed to the decisions taken, particularly in the case of a constitutional 

requirement. This applies particularly to voluntary bodies like sports clubs and associations. Remember, 

however, that constitutions can be changed and, if yours is out of date or causes unnecessary extra 

administration, you could present an amendment to the next AGM to change it.  

 
A good meeting will: 

• Motivate  

• Remove suspicions and mistrust  

• Help forge a good relationship between colleagues and members.  

 
An unnecessary or non-productive meeting will be: 

• A waste of time and money  

• De-motivating  

• Likely to sour relationships and breed mistrust and discontent.  

 
Is your meeting necessary?  

If people feel a meeting is pointless they will not contribute, or simply won’t attend, so always ask yourself, 

‘is this meeting really necessary?’ before calling it. Unnecessary meetings make people feel negatively 



 

 

towards the ideas being discussed. However, if everybody feels a meeting is essential they will be more 

alert and interested. They will feel their ideas and comments are not only welcome, but vital to the 

success of the project.  

 

Do not allow a meeting to last an hour when there is only five minutes’ business to transact, and do not 

have a meeting at all if there is no business to discuss or no decisions to be made. Often a meeting lasts 

much longer than is necessary simply because some members have traveled a long way and want to feel 

the journey was worthwhile; fewer meetings with longer agendas may be the answer.  

 

If a topic does not require detailed discussion, hand out a printed report rather than giving a verbal one. 

Better still, attach the report to the agenda and circulate it in advance of the meeting. The impact of the 

written word is stronger than the spoken word, carries more authority and everybody goes away from 

the meeting with the same message.  

 
Do not have a meeting:  

• To explain something to one person  

• To avoid writing a memorandum or report that could have been sent to those concerned  

• That will cost hundreds of dollars, to solve problems costing only a few cents. Give someone the 

responsibility to make the decision. Even if they make the wrong decision it will be cheaper than 

calling a meeting to make the right one  

• When you need a quick decision. A meeting will almost certainly cloud the issue and cause delays  

• To solve a problem for an individual. The person concerned must grasp the nettle and make a 

decision. The people consulted will probably know less about it than the person whose problem it is, 

and they are more likely to misdirect than to reach the right decision  

• When a memo could be sent inviting people’s approval or comments. Stipulate a ‘reply by’ date after 

which you can proceed even if some of the members fail to reply, but do give them a reasonable length 

of time after receipt of the memo. 

 



 

 

Effective club meetings 

Successful meetings are the secret of a successful committee.  The ability to engage the committee 

members and ensure that their valuable time is well utilised is a skill only achieved by considerable 

planning. If you are inexperienced in chairing formal meetings, such as the club AGM or the monthly club 

meetings, this section provides some helpful hints. Even if you are experienced it doesn’t hurt to be 

reminded of meeting protocol! 

 

The Chairperson 

The chairperson’s role is to control the meetings, accept motions and amendments, rule on points of 

order and see that the wishes of the meeting are carried out correctly and expediently. 

 

Meetings do not have to be run formally all the time and it is up to the chairperson to decide how formally 

the meeting will be run. However there are times when you, as leader, must know the essential rules in 

order to: 

 
• Give everyone a fair go 

• Cut out ‘waffle’ 

• Reach a decision 

 
Agenda  

Refer to www.lifesavingvictoria.com.au – Club Members section for an agenda template 

 

The agenda provides the meeting framework.  It highlights issues to be addressed and notes ongoing 

administrative reports to be presented to the committee.  The agenda should be prepared and 

disseminated early to ensure that committee members have adequate preparation time.  

  

Starting on time is essential! 

  



 

 

The quorum 

The constitution may specify a quorum which is a specified minimum number of eligible members who 

must be present at a meeting to make the proceedings valid at the specified starting time. 

 

If necessary, the chairperson may use his or her power to delay the appointed starting time to give every 

opportunity for the necessary number to be present. 

 
The minutes 

Refer to www.lifesavingvictoria.com.au – Club Members section for a minutes template 

 
Minutes provide the historical record of committee actions and discussions.  Their accurate noting is 

essential in providing the rationale for future decision-making.  Minutes are normally taken by the club 

secretary and later distributed to members. 

 

 Remember to distribute minutes as soon as possible after a meeting, while memories 

 are still fresh  

 

It is the chairperson’s duty to ask for any corrections to the minutes of the previous meeting (amend if 

necessary) and then call for a motion to accept these minutes (as corrected, if they were amended) as a 

true and accurate record. 

 

The sole purpose of confirming or adopting minutes is to ensure their accuracy. Reading lengthy minutes 

in detail is unnecessary, boring and destructive to a meeting. 

 
Minutes should record: 

 
• Attendance and apologies 

• Matters arising from previous minutes 

• Correspondence 

 



 

 

• Reports (it may be time effective to request written reports prior to the meeting so they can be 

circulated with the agenda and questions, if any, can then be addressed at the meeting).  The financial 

reports must be tabled and a motion made to receive them. 

• Motions if any 

• General business 

• Date and time of next meeting 

• Closing time 

 
Motions 

A motion is a positive statement of action put forward by a committee member.  A motion is needed 

whenever the committee is: 

 
• Deciding to spend significant money in a particular way 

• Adopting a policy about the way it will deal with a topic or issue 

• Making a decision of a lasting nature 

 
The motion must be proposed and seconded and then discussed by the committee.  A vote is carried out 

to decide if the motion is accepted or defeated.  Voting may take the form of: 

 
• By voices 

• By show of hands 

• By members standing 

• By secret ballot 

• By a division. 

 
Unless specified otherwise in the constitution a simple majority vote by voices is often enough to cause 

the chairperson to declare the result.  

 

The constitution should provide for voting power of the chairperson who may have: 

 
• A deliberate vote only 

• A casting vote only 

• A deliberate and casting vote 

• No vote 



 

 

 
General business 

The chairperson can decide whether a point should be discussed, although only relatively minor points 

can be brought up; Notice of motion for the next meeting may be brought up with a written copy of 

the motion, signed and dated, being handed to the secretary. 

 

The chairperson should restrict discussion to the interest of the meeting. 

 
Next meeting 

Discuss the time, date and venue for the next meeting to ensure everyone knows the details. 

 
Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

The AGM is a meeting for all club members (depending on the club constitution) and is normally held 

every 12 months. The aim of the meeting is to report on the activities of the club during that period 

and to elect office bearers for the forthcoming 12 months. 

 
Elections 

The term of committee members is defined in the constitution.  The election process is usually tied 

into the AGM process where committee members stand down from their positions and nominations 

are called for.  Many constitutions will define where the membership is to be drawn from and 

committees may choose to ‘head hunt’ new committee members where specialist skills are required.  

 

Special meetings 

The purpose of a special meeting other than the AGM is to address a pressing issue, which requires 

committee action prior to the next scheduled meeting. 

 



 

 

The chair 

A person in the chair leads but does not direct. Although he or she controls procedure and conduct, 

the meeting is conducted for the benefit of the members. 

 

Planning is essential. Before the meeting discuss the agenda with the secretary to determine what 

should be accomplished. 

 

Know the constitution and standing orders for the conduct of meetings. Departure from any special 

rules of procedure could make the business of the meeting invalid. 

 

Act as host by meeting and greeting your members. You are responsible for making them feel 

welcome and wanted. 

 



 

 

10 tips that make effective meeting groups 

1 There is plenty of discussion but it’s mainly on the point. If discussion strays, someone 

brings it back quickly, not necessarily the chair or leader. 

2 The members understand their task clearly. They may have had to spend some time 

working this out but then they are committed to it. 

3 The members actively listen to each other. They do not just keep silent.  They give each 

idea a fair hearing and don’t jump onto unrelated ideas. 

4 The group does not evade disagreement. When there is a disagreement, or problem, the 

group uses its energy to focus on the problem, not the person. 

5 Members are encouraged to reveal their opposition and not ‘bottle it up’ until after the 

meeting, which is a common fault in a weak group. 

6 There is no personal attack either openly or by veiled suggestion.  Members are inclined 

to give positive respect and recognition. They focus on overcoming obstacles. 

7 The leader does not dominate.  ‘Leadership’ shifts from time to time.  The group uses 

different leaders for their specific abilities. 

8 There is little evidence of power struggles and no posturing or point scoring. Control 

is not an issue, it’s the job and the sense of teamwork which is important. 

9 The members are conscious about their effectiveness as a team.  They are very aware of 

their clients and are not self-serving as a group. 

10 The group is capable of analysing a weakness in its performance and ‘fixing it fast’. 



 

 

 
2.7 Planning checklist 

Does your club have a business plan?  
 

 Yes 
 No 

 
How often do you review your business plan?  

 
Quarterly 6 monthly yearly 

 
Does your club have a marketing plan?  

 
 Yes 
 No 

 
Does your club have a financial (or budget) plan?  

 
 Yes 
 No 

 
Legal and statutory financial requirements must be met on time.  Who is responsible 
for ensuring these dates are adhered to? 

 
 
Does your club have a succession plan in place? Briefly describe it in the space below. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

How many of the following barriers to succession planning apply to your club (tick 
box)? 

 
 One or more of your committee members hold all the knowledge within a system only they 

understand  
 One or more of your committee members believe that they are irreplaceable  
 Your seniors take control of all the administrative responsibilities, restricting the development of 

juniors with an interest in that area  
 Your committee members, who have served the club well for many years, are reaching their ‘best 

before date’  
 There is a fear of change culture within your club  

 
Does your club hold regular and productive meetings?  

 
 Yes 
 No 

 
 
What techniques or tools could improve the productivity of your club meetings? 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
When is the date of your next Annual General Meeting (AGM)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Planning feedback form 

 
LSV welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development 

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form. 

 

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent 

(please circle the appropriate number). 

 
How did you rate the quality of information? 
1   2 3  4  5 

 
How can it be improved? 

 
 

 
 
How did you rate the design and presentation of this section? 
1   2  3  4  5 

 
How can it be improved?  

 
 

 
 

 
If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify; 

 
 

 
 

 

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to: 

Administration Life Saving Operations 

200 The Boulevard 

Port Melbourne Vic 3207 

Or fax to: (03) 9681 8211 


